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A Lie by An Other Name is Still a Lie
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AgEnders Thursday Conference Call
TOPIC: Mark Adams - Understanding the Economic Meltdown
"In order to save the planet, we must destroy capitalism"
Maurice Strong, UN Sec General of the UN Conference on Environment and Development.

Remember, we can't win if we don't know the game.

_________________________________________

Please share this Newsletter.
Some of the issues in this letter are repetitive. That is for a reason, it takes the average person
10 times to see something before they pay attention. It is also important for you to understand that

•
•
•
•
•

everything is connected
everything happens for a reason
nothing is random
everything is planned
EVERYTHING IS A LIE

This is a enewspaper, and should be read one section at a time. After each section take a breath,
let it sink in, then think what is the opposite. Equate every regulation to Money, Power and Control.
________________________________________________________

Hello Americans:

Lies, Lies and more Lies, the Obama administration is unraveling before our eyes. How can anyone
trust anything that comes out of their mouths? Watch Obama go after the IRS so you will not pay
attention, that is the game. Deflect. If we do not keep up the pressure congress will fail. Now is
the time, it is up to, "We The People." all Congress relentlessly. If we want to get rid of this corrupt
America hating regime, Call, Call, Call your Representative and Darrel Issa. The will tell you we can
not do anything because of the Senate. Well start. Then we will have a great reason to elect a senator

demanding impeachment.
Now let's connect a few dots. Lying is a behavior now acceptable throughout government
and business. But where does acceptance of lying become acceptable?
Common Core type education is called for in Agenda 21 Chapter 25. This Federal mandate
promotes one size fits all training now called education to benefit the businesses favored by
government. The focus is on training to work whereby students are tracked early on and selected
for certain favored jobs in the future. This outcome based education breeds lying. The answer is
known in the beginning so the method and procedure is often tainted - made up - lies so that the
answer will come out as described. Facts are no longer relevant. So if we have been teaching our
kids to lie in school, why are we surprised they grow up to be liars?
The CCS training itself is made up of lies using anti-American, anti family, and anti God focusing on
the bad not good. The purposes is to create a world citizen with allegiance to no nation only to a
government/business who is in charge of the region in which they live. This NWO with its
unaccountable NGO's will regulate Americans with more lies.
Where do the lies come from? While the idea of CCS is bad, the real problem is the content of the
materials the students read. Do you ever check what your family reads? Too many of us do not pay
attention. Therefore the content of many school materials are unnoticed although they are written
by EU socialists with a Muslim Bias. I personally believe that the Muslims (Saudi's) own shares of many
textbook companies. Below are a few of lies promoted in school that are instilled in your children at
their government school:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Communism is held in the most favorable light while the true history of communism is ignored.
Capitalism is touted as selfish while the facts and history are ignored.
Children learn in clusters and are only as good as their group while individualism is shunned.
Cursive is out - eliminates individualism and the ability to read many of our founding documents.
American history is taught from 1865 - the reconstruction or progressive era.
The National Data base collecting about 400 data fields of an intrusive data base has no cost attached.

Basically CCS is an unconstitutional, unproved fad that will benefit the providers (Gates, Bush, Kipp,
Broad, Pearson and businesses no longer needing to "train" their workers) as the responsibility of
worker training is shifted from the business to we the taxpayer.
CCS is consensus not fact (truth) based, so where do kids learn facts?
They don't. Instead students are taught values of communists, progressives and extreme environmentalists
and we are surprised that they grow up become legislators and lie.
As bad as lying is, the acceptance of the lies is worse. Policy is made surrounding lies. To make matters
worse, Common Core Standards (CCS) outcome-based education uses the Skinner/Pavlov stimulus-response
method of indoctrination. This method takes away the individual's ability to think as the responses are
largely emotional. Stimulating only the emotional part of the brain eliminates the person's ability to
use logic, reason and cognitive thinking in problem solving. Therefore the person is forced to rely on
choices provided by the government which we now know are lies. The government nudges the person
into the acceptable response creating a society of bobble heads only capable of saying, "yes master".
These "choices" become subliminal messages that the media uses to promote ideas and issues while
eliciting desired responses from the people.
As the silent majority follows directions by not talking about politics and religion, being politically
correct, we continue to perpetuate the lies. Will you stand up, will you stop accepting the lies?
Will you demand impeachment?
I will not comply. Will you?
Karen Schoen, AgEnder

__________________________________________________________

Agenda 21 Around the America:

i
View share and like this video. We thank Kevin Koontz for his tireless work to get this done. Great video to show at movie nig

RED ALERT VERY IMPORTANT:
Lies from our Leaders:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The earth is warming and the seas are rising
Fossil fuel is bad
Humans are the enemies of the earth
Your private property
Benghazi
IRS - targets Tea Parties and conservatives
Common Core is good
Obamacare is good
DOJ Secretly obtained AP Phone Records
Seal Team VI

Watch a short video explaining Agenda 21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51W2xlIZ95E
The light side of Agenda 21
__________________________________________________________

Environmental Terrorism

SCOTUS sides with Monsanto, America loses.
http://patriotaction.net/video/video/show?id=2600775%3AVideo%3A6223818&xgs=1&xg_source=msg_share_video
.....................................................................................
THE CLIMATE IS COOLING:

Global Cooling Era to Bring Food Shortages and Social Upheaval Says New Climate Report Thurs., April, 25, 2013

Release 3-2013
2:00 PM EST The inaugural edition of the recently published Global Climate Status Report (GCSR)© by the Space and Science Resea
headquartered in Orlando, Florida, discloses startling new information about global food shortages and widespread social upheaval
corner; all the cause of the new global cooling era. This single source document from the SSRC details an apolitical, fact-based ver
climate status as measured by twenty four climate parameters.

The summary conclusion of the report shows that the planet is heading into four decades of potentially dangerous, cold weather.M
founder, Editor of the GCSR, and author of the internationally acclaimed climate book, “Cold Sun” was recently named “America’s
prediction expert” by Watchdogwire.com.He elaborates on the stunning conclusions of the GCSR by saying, “The news isn’t good, e
still believe in manmade global warming and that mankind’s CO2 emissions have a major role in climate change. They will be total
new cold era.
Scientists around the world have compiled and is discussed in our global climate report for all to read."
http://www.spaceandscience.net/id16.html
Send this article to DC and hound them until AMERICA GROWS FOOD again - or grow it yourself but PREPARE.
.....................................................................................
Lack of Global Warming seen everywhere except the hot air in the White House.

Read the full report

http://dailycaller.com/2013/04/26/climate-scientists-come-to-terms-with-the-lack-of-global-warming/
....................................................................................
EPA Celebrates earth day at the Taxpayers Expense - and you thought we were broke. EPA puts out press releases like this one at l
examine activities, you notice most activity is spent on advocacy. Much of this advocacy is peddling the notion that carbon dioxide
must be curtailed. Carbon dioxide is an airbourne fertilizer essential for survival of life on this planet. Oxygen supports combustion
.....................................................................................
Coal: As the real weather report shows the earth is cooling the EPA lies continue. The newest one will close the coal industry. W
White House as citizens freeze after the coal industry is closed by the EPA? and where is congress???
President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has been arrested.
http://www.wnd.com/2013/04/iran-president-ahmadinejad-arrested/
......................................................................................

Radical Islamic Watch

This past week I decided to practice what I preach and lead by example. Time to speak to that 80%. So I went to a Coptic E
wonderful group of American Patriots. Their Mother's Day celebration was beautiful and even though their words were in A
American and freedom came through in every psalm.
All thought many came to America for different reasons, the last woman I spoke to said it all. She said as a Christian in Egyp
choices.

1. Become a Muslim
2. Pay a tax for being allowed to live as a Christian
3. Be killed

She came to America. Reach out to your neighbors. They are closer to you and your ideas than you think. They will not com
been taught you hate them.
..................................................................................

Jihadis training in your neighborhood?

http://email.wnd.com/HM?a=ENX7CqrWlJGz8SA9MKJStinnGHxKLvrZ4vcStGb5lw8W0bBhOG5mpqVsje_Hhe-u

.....................................................................................

Florida Senate President is responsible for failing to protect Floridians. American Laws for America Cour
games played by Florida legislators.

__________________________________________________________

Nullify ALL Unconstitutional Federal Laws

Nullification for Lawyers
Lawyers want you to believe that the Founders created a federal government that would determine the extent of its own power.
They are wrong read more
__________________________________________________________

Property Rights

When going to a planning meeting learn by past mistakes remember:
!. Sustainable Developments (SD) are not proven to do anything except cost money by reducing taxable buildable land. Make them
the black.
2. Be overly expensive with products that do not work and only benefit friends of the govt eliminating competition.
3. Every SD builds a democratic base. Look at your voter map.
4. People not from your area will determine what people from you area should do.
5. Restricting consumption means restricting your consumption not theirs.
8. Regionalism eliminates local county govt and private property. Once you start taking grants you will not be able to breathe with
FEDS.
Contact Rosa Koire and HELP as they are suing the Feds for destroying SF Bay area.

OUR DONATION SITE
http://www.gofundme.com/2w8d08

We need your help on something very important. We're working on a legal challenge to the huge 9 county
plan here in the San Francisco Bay: One Bay Area. This regional plan is different from the others in the U
it's a prototype for forced implementation of UN Agenda 21's 'Islands of Human Habitation'.

Plan Bay Area/One Bay Area includes Priority Development Areas (see attached map) that are targeted to contai
residential and 66% of the commercial development over the next 25 years. This is extremely important because
the 5th and the 14th amendments (takings/due process/just compensation, and equal protection) and will restrict d
than 4% of the land area in the SF Bay Area. These PDAs are within Urban Growth Boundaries but create new d
boundaries because people who own property within the UGBs will not be able to develop unless (presumably) 80
increase has already been accommodated within the PDAs.

This is an incredible overreach on the part of the state and federal government. The plan does not address how th
development will be chosen for approval. Cities have asked the Metropolitan Planning Organization this question
ignored. This plan impacts thousands of acres of land and millions of property owners for 27 years--a gen
restrictions and denials for development. The final draft plan has been released and we have 55 days to enter
administrative record in preparation for filing a lawsuit before the filing period has elapsed.

If this plan moves forward unchallenged and is not stopped it will set a precedent in the United States. M
Freedom Advocates and I have hired a constitutional law firm to write the objections to go into the legal administra
the 55 day comment period ends on May 16 we will have our comments in. Then we'll have only 60 days to file th
believe that this suit will be the suit of the century. This will be a major challenge to UN Agenda 21 / Regionalizat

We need your help fundraising for this. The Post Sustainability Institute is a 501 c4 (donations are not tax ded
collecting the funds. One hundred percent of the funds will go for this lawsuit. Michael and I have committed thou
the fight. Can your group commit to assist with funds or press coverage? We can offer you website space, honor
recognition, and the gratitude of the nation. The most important thing is the knowledge that when it came do
opportunity to strike a killing blow to the collapse of private property rights in America, you were there wi
your hand.

Can you help? To get more information and to make a donation?Let me know if I can answer questions for you o
you,
Rosa: rk@postsustainabilityinstitute.org

......................................................................................
WA: For those of you who reside in the Pacific Northwest, pay very close attention to the information contained in these reports--y
some point and it won't be pretty.
For those of you who reside elsewhere - the same sort of crap is brewing in your very own state and county, and you too will feel t
long. Many of you have already experienced it in one form or another, many more know of friends whose lives have been altered t
this crap. Read and beware! And above all keep in mind that this stuff is being done behind closed doors, without public knowled
less vote and/or approval. Case in point - the horrendous PORTLAND PLAN, created by idiot mayor and his clown commissioners years - not one aspect of it was ever subjected to public opinion, and this plan determines precisely what Portland will do/be/bec
years !!!! It screams A21 from beginning to end.
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/sustainability/exeorders.html
http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content/pages/What-is-the-Earth-Charter%3F.html
and within this link is the beginning framework from 1993, one year after the UN program was signed on to - this plan being the wo
while the commission is no longer around, the actions during those years managed to get A21 into every government agency and de
remained (and grown). This information (above and below) is straight from the horses mouth - not speculation, not my opinion, no
fact, and at that, it does not spell out precisely what has transpired in recent years resulting from A21 - to people in CA, OR, WA,
goes on and on.
http://clinton2.nara.gov/PCSD/index.html
......................................................................................
FL: The Martin County Florida Republican Executive Committee at their May 13 meeting passed a Resolution Opposing Common C
Resolution Opposing Seven50 Projects and Regionalization in Southeast Florida.
Re HB 87 Governor Scott may make his decision as early as Monday. Please call his office early Monday morning and tell him that Legal Cons
determined that HB87 is unconstitutional and violates our due process rights.

Call Gov Scott 850-488-7146 and tell him to listen to Floridians and Sen Soto who know this bill is a bad piece of legislation.

AWARENESS IS THE FIRST STEP IN THE RESISTANCE.

RED ALERT FL: HB 87 and SB1666
Must be defeated. It rewards the same banksters who created the problem. check out 4closurefraud.org/2013/05/08/urgent-acti
foreclosure-bill-hb-87-sb-1666/
__________________________________________________________

Economic Terrorism

Obama has done it. He has brought America down. It only took him just over four years by Lord Mockton
After the Second World War, the Socialist/Communist governments of Attlee and Wilson bankrupted Britain with health-care and w
nationalization of industries. Inflation rose to 27 percent.
Obama’s copycat policies are different in only one respect. Moscow is no longer calling the shots. International totalitarianism no l
Its cruel, hate-filled, destructive mission now advances on autopilot.
Read more at http://mobile.wnd.com/2013/05/the-dollar-and-the-usa-is-toast/#2jJCh4BHDwJSMjRs.99
.......................................................................................
A record breaking stock market is distorting a frightening reality: The U.S. is being eaten alive by a horrific cancer that will ultima
economy and impoverish the vast majority of its citizens.
http://moneymorning.com/ob-article/schiff-us-will-win-currency-war.php?code=3243
....................................................................................
The Pyramid Crisis: The biggest ponzy scheme on the American people.
http://moneymappress.com/pro/MMRPYR2M.php?code=PPYRP418&n=MMRPYR2MECL295MMP
.....................................................................................CCO: Gov signed into law SB13-176, ostensibly to allow the Co
to invest taxpayer money in Israeli bonds. This law will harm Colorado’s hard working citizens, including a half million state emplo
About half our states now have similar laws resulting from a foreign lobby at work behind the scenes in our legislatures.
.....................................................................................

INTERNET TAX

The Internet sales tax passed the Senate, but a growing chorus is pointing out that it would hurt many to help the tax man.

The Senate passed the misleadingly named Marketplace Fairness Act last week by a vote of 69-27. But House Speaker John Boehne
unlikely to support it—and other House Members said they want to take a thorough look at it through the normal committee proces
http://blog.heritage.org/2013/05/13/morning-bell-the-ugly-facts-about-the-internet-sales-tax/
Sign the petition http://www.chooseliberty.org/internet_taxh.aspx?pid=0509b
.......................................................................................

IMMIGRATION

Invaders Guarding the Watchtower

The leader of the immigration enforcement agents’ union claims La Raza is running U.S. immigration policy. – ICE National Co

Mark Levin is a true American patriot and once again he has brought to light the ongoing Marxist takeover of America. On his show
interviewed Chris Crane, President of the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) officers union and what was covered was an
implications. Obama and all those on the Left and the Right that have helped to forge the immigration bill have intentionally dece
‘cooked the books’ on immigration. La Raza is now running ICE and the Latino Marxists are imbedded in the White House.

This immigration bill is to America’s sovereignty what Obamacare is to our health care system – national suicide at high speed. Not
financially decimated, this is an intentional invasion across our borders. A stripping of the border to create nothing less than the b
continent that the people of the U.S., Canada and yes, Mexico, do not want. It is a forced abdication of our freedoms as American
will be damned if I will quietly sit by while these Progressive Marxists have their way with our destruction.
http://www.trevorloudon.com/2013/05/invaders-guarding-thewatchtower/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+NewZeal+%28New+Zeal+Blog%29
.....................................................................................

The Cost of Illegal Immigration

In an exclusive interview with Breitbart News, straight talking Rep. Steve King (R-IA) makes a seldom heard argument that cuts to

immigration problem. Congressman King said:
I was talking to someone about immigration reform and I told him what I thought was wrong with the approach on the bill.

Read more: http://joemiller.us/2013/05/rep-steve-king-i-have-no-moral-obligation-to-help-illegal-aliens-stay-in-usa/#ixzz2TBQ
__________________________________________________________

National Defense:

For the first time, a whistle-blower from within the Denver International Airport confirms the existence of a massive deep undergr
located on the airport’s property.
http://intellihub.com/2013/05/11/denver-international-airports-department-of-defense-connection-exposed/
......................................................................................
As many will remember, in March of last year Obama was caught on a hot mic promising Putin stooge Dmitry Medvedev that after h
would have far more flexibility on missile defense issues. Medvedev obediently responded that he’d “transmit this information to V
Read more: http://joemiller.us/2013/05/obamas-missile-defense-giveaway-feeding-impeachment-movement/#ixzz2TBQLElp4
.....................................................................................
Terrorism on America's shores.

Imminent attacks planned by al-Qaida, Quds Forces, Hezbollah
Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2013/05/terrorist-coalition-to-strike-within-u-s/#o6leEcy3XteIGIe7.99
......................................................................................

Navy Seal Team VI...

SEAL Team Parents Blame WH for Deaths

Parents of SEAL Team Six members who were killed in a helicopter downing just months after the death of Osama Bin Laden are ac
of potentially contributing to deaths by revealing for political purposes that team – whose very existence was classified – killed Bin
http://www.whitehousedossier.com/2013/05/13/seal-team-parents-blame-wh-deaths/

Benghazi:

........................................................

BENGHAZI GATE – THE WORST COVER UP SINCE RICHARD NIXON .. by Dr. Preston Bailey

“Benghazi Gate” is Pandora’s box for Hillary Clinton and Barrack Hussein Obama. On September 12, 2012 U.S. Ambassador J. Chris
murdered while in the consulate in Benghazi, Libya. Muslim terrorists numbering between one and two-hundred surrounded the co
propelled grenades, mortars, hand grenades, artillery mounted on gun trucks, and automatic weapons.
saveamericafoundation.com/2013/05/14/benghazi-gate-the-worst-cover-up-since-richard-nixon-by-dr-preston-bailey/
.......................................................................................
As Republicans are increasingly calling the Obama administration's response to the Benghazi attacks a cover-up worse than W
floating impeachment, Sen. John McCain urged a note of caution, saying he wasn't yet willing to go that far.
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/05/12/mccain-obama-benghazi_n_3262489.html
Does Mc Cain need to go???
Will you call your legislator and demand Impeachment or will you sit like a lump complain and wait for others to call?
Who controls your destiny?
.......................................................................................

Black violence surges from D.C. rail line to M

'Brawl grew too large and officers forced to call for backup'

Read more at http://www.wnd.com/2013/05/black-violence-surges-from-d-c-rail-line-to-masters/#yGWuPv1vY8CdCRdk.99
.......................................................................................
Eric holder, Liar and repeat offender should be impeached... No guts in Congress. http://www.wnd.com/2013/04/impeach-eric-h
offender/
__________________________________________________________
Nullification is not just limited to the 2nd Amendment.

Obamacare

He who controls health controls you.

OBAMACARE Extortion

Health and Human Services Secretary Kathleen Sebelius has gone, hat in hand, to health industry officials, asking them to make lar
to help with the effort to implement President Obama’s landmark health-care law, two people familiar with the outreach said.
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/right-turn/wp/2013/05/12/obamacare-extortion/
.....................................................................................
To repeal the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act and health care-related provisions in the Health Care and Education
2010 - H.R.45
The House is scheduled to vote on a bill to repeal "Obamacare." Curiously the bill as currently written appears not to repeal the Indep
Advisory Board, a body created by the law to make binding recommendations on Medicare cuts, which congressional Republicans ha
individually for repeal.
_________________________________________________________

EDUCATION

Common Core Forcing Marxism/Nazism on America’s Childre

Vladimir Lenin also, said: “Give me four years to teach the children and the seed I have sown will never be uprooted.” He was refe
Communist Party’s child education—aka indoctrination—system. “Common Core”...is also firmly tied to Agenda 21—the land-grabb
suppression and depopulation program.
http://canadafreepress.com/index.php/article/55091
.....................................................................................
Common Core: Subversive Threat to Education :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0X0EFeH25bw&list=PLEgO7XA2J0WgKJ4_LdSAkenZUEXteJrXU
.......................................................................................
Inferior Education: Why are we being governed by our inferiors.
http://patriotupdate.com/articles/why-you-are-being-governed-by-your-inferiors/
.......................................................................................
Mother and Father are being eliminated from school documentation.
m.christianpost.com/news/department-of-education-to-eliminate-mother-father-from-federal-student-aid-forms--95679/
.......................................................................................
LA:
Stop Common core is starting to gain traction here in Louisiana. We are making sure people understand this is about our loss of pa
sovereignty. Our group has gotten into the thick of things after your visit. But we need to stop common core and then get back to
No govt intervention in education.

Big day at the Capitol In Baton Rouge Thursday. Bringing awareness to Stop Common Core and UN values system to our kids. I have
the halls of our legislature and a film crew for a documentary "short one".
contact: gnoteaparty@gmail.com
.......................................................................................
MI:
“Michigan is the epicenter of the agenda to mould all schools into youth internment centers, indoctrinating all children to accept t
surveillance cameras, biometric scanning to access buildings and buy food, ID tracking cards and men in uniforms pointing guns at
Joseph Watson and Alex Jone wrote on November 6, 2008. “Allied to this is the openly stated agenda not to educate but to dumb d
brainwash them with bizarre humanist rhetoric about the evils of the family, all in preparation for their smooth acquiescence into

a downtrodden worker bee under the control matrix of the elite.”

Homeland Security Funded Exercise Portrayed Homeschoolers as Terrorists

......................................................................................
Florida: Although FL did a great job in stopping Common Core Data Mining, one bill HB1076, had a major change that was missed.
Snake Legg, oops Sen Legg, changed the wording of HB 1076 on line 220 from Florida Sunshine Standards to Common Core Standard
begun. Common Core is now in FL. This Bill must be repealed.
http://www.myfloridahouse.gov/Sections/Documents/loaddoc.aspx?FileName=_s1076er.DOCX&DocumentType=Bill&BillNumbe
......................................................................................
Improving Student Learning, A Strategic Plan for Education Research and Its Utilization, National Research Council, 1999. This stud
going into the nations schools right now. It is a "how to" on implementing a Marxist curriculum, and a deliberate dumbing down..
students. After all, we are a "democracy". If you want to understand Communist Core, this is for you. The bibliography alone is wo
price is ridiculous! One cent at Amazon, plus shipping. http://www.amazon.com/gp/offerlisting/0309064899/ref=dp_olp_used?ie=UTF8&condition=used
......................................................................................
TN: Karen Bracken explained Common Core to the Chattanooga Tea Party. Listen to Karen
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0X0EFeH25bw
.......................................................................................
Power point, Brochures are available on agenda21today.com solutions section.
For a good history of American education get the CD or download the documents in the Agenda21today.com store
.......................................................................................
SILENCE IS NOT AN OPTION.
Today your legislators have little or know knowledge of America.
Read more: http://freedomoutpost.com/2013/04/americans-peacefully-surrender-their-republic/#ixzz2RUHTxApP

Jeb Bush and Bill Gates have decided that want a one size shoe fits all mediocre, expensive education. Are your blinders still on? o
for what it is, a huge profit center and the destruction of free will. Stop grant money for COMMIE CORE.
DEFEATING COMMON CORE LIVE
No matter what bills pass DON'T stop fighting. Join a group in your state. flagainstcommoncoreedu.org
RNC adopts anti-Common Core resolution but Jeb Bush didn't get the memo. Someone send it to him.
http://bwcentral.org/2013/04/rnc-adopts-anti-common-core-resolution-florida-goes-in-wrong-direction/
Choice is not the answer. Choice is the diversion. How many choices does your child need to learn communism?

Contact Charlotte at: dumbdown00@yahoo.com
Blanket your community.....
__________________________________________________________

Order your bumper stickers.

50¢ each

Devvy Kidd:

Without the usual commentary about Barry Soetoro aka Obama and what he's done and is doing to this country, is there any way to
White House?
read more
__________________________________________________________
Fed up, want to really do something to make a difference,
join Liberty Empowerment Institute.

__________________________________________________________

Communication Is Key...

Create your own media. There is only one way to take back America and that is with the truth, education, communication a
can you do?

Columbia, MO, March 7, 2013 - "Who controls our media?" Speculation abounds as, clearly, our population knows the media canno
polls reveal the distaste our population has for the mainstream media. Yet, who does control our information? Peddling Influence
independent filmmakers William Lewis and Gary Franchi, exposes this as it answers such age-old questions as: Do we really have fr
http://williamlewisfilms.com/rtr.html

Go to americanpatriotnews.us
Use the front page and name, become the American Patriot news of__your county____
To make it easier, the front page and cover is federal, just add your state and local info on the back. Work together with o
and local. United we win.
editor@americanpatriotnews.us

What is AmericanPatriotNews.us

This is a perfect project for your group and youth in your community. Imagine if your community was informed when Agend
occurred, when commissioners made decisions prompted by Regional Councils, NGO's and Non profit conservation groups. If
they will read it. Too many people are hungry for truth, you can provide it.

The youth can become the reporters, learn graphics, get distribution. Ask them what they want to read...You will wind up tea
truth and they will learn to read.

Warren Buffett is busy buying local newspapers, Does he own your county yet? or will you?

HiTech: Want to go HiTech, can you produce a show? Do some DVDs, radio TV? Are you creative? Check out our new netw
freedominamerica.us
Join us as we bring up our new IP radio and TV shows for truth in media.
__________________________________________________________

Watch us

Check out the new videos on agenda21today.com and on teapartychannel.net.
Join the Liberty Belles as we discuss current events
Join us on our AgEnders Thursday night conference call.

The instructions are on the right. They are also on agenda21today.com
Karen Schoen:
John Hallman - Legislative Update
Sylvia Landes - fraudclosure update
Guest: Mark Adams - Foreclosure fraud
Then Listen...
Join Karen Schoen, John Estabrooks, and a great group of guests on AmericaFreedomWatchRadio.
Coming soon: New time 8PM EST, 7CST, 6MST, 5PST.
Location: blogtalkradio.com/americanstatesman
and Redstatetalkradio.com
Wednesday 12Pm (noon)EST
Thurs 5AM EST,
Sunday 12 AM (night)

_______________________________________________

Remember God helps those who help themselves.

Please help us by making a donation of any amount for newspapers, trips to Tally for citizen lobbyists, the TV and radi

DVD's.
Anyone making a donation of $20 or more will get a DVD of their choice.

God Bless you and God Bless the United States of America.
In Liberty,
Karen Schoen and the AgEnders
______________________________________________________

Most important remember YOU ARE NOT ALONE, United We Stand!!!

Not to speak is to speak, not to act is to act.
Karen Schoen, AgEnder
info@agenda21today.com

Thank you AgEnders for contributing to this NewsLetter: Karen Bracken, Victoria Baer, Rose Bailey, Pam Evans
Charlotte Iserbyt, Cindy Lucas, Diane Kepus, Neil Rice, Bob Root, Tony and Deb Caso, Donna Garner, Rosa Korie
"All that it takes for evil to triumph is for good men to do nothing." - Edmund Burke
_________________________________________________________

Volunteers are needed to help write postcards.
Donations are needed to buy stamps.
contact us: info@agenda21today.com

When the defense of liberty becomes a crime, tyranny is already in force. At that point, failure to defend liberty make

I WILL NOT COMPLY, WILL YOU?
FL Gov Race begins NOW.
FL first candidate to step up is Adrian Wylie who stated, "

“I have read and I fully support the ten affirmations. I have signed, and I solemnly swear to abide by, the ten promise
Amendment Pledge. “
Check out what else Adrian says on his web site http://wyllieforgovernor.com/
Do something different Contact Adrian to speak to your group.
__________________________________________________________

John Hallman and The AgEnders, are working hard for America. There is no secret donor, everything we do is on our own, grass roo
Everyone hates to ask for money but we have no choice. We know time are hard and we need your help, letter, emails, calls and y
Please help and make a donation of any size.
We thank you all.

Send your post cards today
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